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Reality’s perception has changed, and all things mattered were suddenly kept outside our doorsteps. According to the official directive, anything welcomed
inside had to be disinfected and sterilized so as to enter a now non familiar environment. The only free and constant access was given to the news. Numbers
rising, percentages, parody hopes, proclamations on how many masks people are forced to wear simultaneously, and annoying sounds from mobiles informing
everyone on a reality happening somewhere else. Facial features were hidden behind salvation masks and identities were getting ripped off. Noone is working,
meeting loved ones, enjoying art.

In the meantime, certain windows have their lights on and Time plays with Creativity and exploration of the Ego. Artists from all over the world experienced
similar feelings and they now communicate their Happy Days in the midst of a pandemic. With chaotic creations, like Pacholec who seeks solutions, collages
that allow an insight in free association, like Krishnan’s, or even with her own “Denial” expression, like Zoi’s, a painter well inspired by Modernism, artists find
their ways to address those feelings.

Isolation, a double-edged sword, challenged Lozano to face the "internal violence" that tormented her, and loneliness led Leino on a journey that made her
house’s interior and her daily routines now seem strange and bizarre. In a similar balancing between reality and emotions (maybe even impressions), the colors
and abstract shapes of Skoulaxinou form portraits with dynamic characteristics, which in the "outside" life suffocate behind a mask with cheerful patterns.

Vivoda defined her mental space as a home, deciding to move away from the typical interior of her own house. From that place, she managed to retrieve
fragments of memory by consolidating and redefining her shelter, as did Alonso, who, although "Τrapped", using elements from nature she creates airy but
dynamic beings capable of taking care of the home, regardless of how it is defined. Finally, the colors of Stavropoulos escaped from his hands and acquired an
autonomous life, became prophetic, and nature, more necessary than ever, is on fire as a(n) (un)natural consequence of the pandemic.

The artists’ Happy Days in the midst of a pandemic were filled with a need that transported them from reality to their art and emotions. The exhibition’s
approach is the apparent role of art: Outbreak or sanctuary, provocative or sacred, with ambiguous semiology or raw realism, Elytis will always be perpetual...



If Spring didn’t exist, you’d have to make it.
Yes, you’d make it.

With those colors that signify harmony.
And with those words that profess a new

beginning.
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 SILVIA CRISTOBAL

 ALONSO

Silvia is a London based visual artist specialised in printmaking.
She embraces multi-disciplinary practices and historical

artefacts from her background to work around the themes of
culture, identity and memory. She is motivated for everything

around her, especially colours, textures and shapes from the
natural world. She likes to combine traditional processes with

other more contemporaries from different disciplines to
represent the diversity and the struggle in life. Silvia graduated
from Camberwell College of Arts last summer and was part of
a collaborative project called “Photosensitivity & The Natural

World” where she talked about her practice, and how the
process has the same value than the final piece. Silvia

exhibited in Central Saint Martins or Saatchi Gallery among
others, and some of her artwork is held online like analogue

forever magazine or art from heart. She will take part in
Woolwich Contemporary Art Fair next autumn..

Trapped II, 2020, 60X30cm,
collagraph

Trapped I, 2020, 60X30cm,
collagraph



 CHRISTINA

 ZOI

Christina Zoi originates from Greece. She obtained her first pastel
colors at the age of eight to unfold from there and then her

artistic nature. She has attended for about three years a private
tutorial painting, took Byzantine hagiography lessons, as also

photography courses and pottery seminars. At the same time, she
was making her own designs and colors, she organized her own

studio and studied everything related to Art.
 

While studying later at the School of Fine Arts in Ioannina she
had the opportunity to deal with other types of art such as

sculpture, engraving and digital art. She considers her works of
art as her own body and spiritual extension. Her paintings are the

result of the action of the artist itself, an inner self but also a
living story. Art for Christina Zoi is a perception of the world

beyond languages, colors of people, social classes,
institutionalized situations and manipulative mechanisms.

Disabled Egos, 2019, 60Χ50cm,
Acrylics on canvas

Denial, 2019, 90Χ60cm, 
Acrylics on canvas



  SANCHANA

 KRISHNAN

Sanchana Krishnan is an artist and therapist who currently lives in
New York City, which is the fourth city in the third country she has
inhabited. She houses this multitude of cultures in her synesthetic

mind, where empathy and imagination dance in mad unison to result
in artistic expression. She has a ten-year-long training in the fine arts

and is comfortable with all traditional mediums of art-making; you'll
often find leaves, shells and pinecones becoming a part of her work,

too. Sanchana is deeply inspired by the ever-fluctuating human
condition, the ephemeral beauty of relationships and the eternal might
and grace of nature. These serve as her source of existential energy as

well as a muse for her creative expression and experience. A lack of
financial stability forcibly steered Sanchana away from a full-time

career in the arts, but because she could simply never escape the call
of art, she integrated it into her therapeutic practice as well; and

never, ever stopped creating. The deep isolation that Sanchana
experienced as a result of the pandemic morphed into a series of

collages that cried out truths about the pandemic that were either
being overlooked, dismissed or ignored due to society's distaste for all

that is not "pretty". A warrior of the truth, Sanchana paid keen
attention to the cries of her soul and those of her loved ones, as well

as her clients, patients and colleagues. The art you see below is a
result of that process; of looking inwards, of looking outwards, and

using art to not give in to the keening pain of a world in grief.

A new abnormal, 
28X36cm, collage

I am afraid, 
28X36cm, collage



VILMA

 LEINO

Vilma Leino is a Finnish born, Berlin based photographer. She
was born in 1999 and has been using photography as a

medium since 2015. Her work focuses on self-portraiture. As a
photographer, director, model and a stylist, she creates

multiple characters to reflect inner feelings, solitude and
womanhood. Her work experiments with strong color

schemes, composition and human body. It is a one-woman
show, where being in control and the fear of losing it are in

constant dialogue. The story is balancing between beauty and
horror, forming a story about personal growth, where fears are

forming into strength. 

Piano Lessons, 2021, 
42x59,4 cm, photography

The Down Under, 2020,
42x59,4cm, photography



  BEATRIZ MONTES

 LOZANO

Beatriz Montes, or better known as Ruska, is a visual artist,
photographer, illustrator, video artist and performer born in
Madrid, Spain (1998) that shows violence and experimental

etnography through those disciplines. A few pieces of her
artwork have been presented on exhibitions at La Trasera

(Facultad de Bellas Artes, UCM, Madrid); the video art festival
El país de los tuertos (Círculo de Bellas Artes, Madrid) and also

at Viewbug by being selected at least 36 times winner of
photography awards.

 
Graduated in Fine Arts (Universidad Complutense de Madrid),

her start began with the creation of a few projects that
involved things such as photography, using messages featuring

the artwork, etc. At this moment, still a member of the
research group “UCM: El cuerpo en el arte contemporáneo:

imagen y sujeto” since 2018, she works with the main
concepts of her artwork but in a deeper way.IDONTWANNABEYOUANYMORE,

2019, video art



  BEATRIZ MONTES

 LOZANO

Sangre de Flores I, 2019,
Polaroid, 8.8cm x 10.7cm

Sangre de Flores V, 2019, 
Instax photo, 62mm x 46mm

Sangre de Flores VIII, 2019,
Polaroid, 8.8cm x 10.7cms

Sangre de Flores X, 2019, 
Instax photo, 62mm x 46mm



  PAWEL

 PACHOLEC

Born 1986 in Poland. In his work he often refers to classic,
traditional techniques and ways of expression. He creates his

works in a balanced and thoughtful way based on visible
structures and forms. For an inspiration he looks in such trends

as constructivism or industrialism and also those from the
other side like dadaism or expressionism. While creating, he

tries to relate to geometry and mathematical proportions
which he sometimes breaks with something completely

oppositional like an irregular shape or expressive gesture. He
often use photography into graphic activities (e.g.

through collage or photo graphisation). 
I prefer prose over poetry.

Covid Portrait II, 2020,
42x29,7cm, collage

Covid-19 Sketch Portraits, 
2020, 20x20cm



   ILIANA

 SKOULAXINOU

 

Iliana Skoulaxinou was born in Athens in began her studies at
the Kapodistriako University of 1986. She Athens, but her love
for painting turned her to other directions, so the last six years

she professionally engaged in painting. She has attended
painting workshops, colour creations seminars, free drawing

and colour courses. She works mainly with acrylics and oil but
having experimented and used various materials and

techniques which give greater expressiveness to the subject
and enrich the composition with differentiation. In the course

of her work begins to remove the naturalistic elements and
emphasizes the structure and composition of shapes dictated
by the display while reaching colour largely saturated. She is

dominant theme in the works of ordinary faces by passing
them to a more dreamlike word. She has performed over 19

group exhibitions throughout Greece and Italy.

Healing is a long process, 2021,
60x90 cm, oil collage on canvas



  ILIANA

 SKOULAXINOU

I'm not an option, 2021, 60x90
cm, oil collage on canvas

Please, don't waste my time, 2021,
60x90 cm, oil collage on canvas



Miltiadis Stavropoulos started painting as an amateur in 1964
until the year 1974. Several of his paintings are in the homes
of relatives and friends. Months ago, his daughters, the older
one majoring in Psychology at University of East London and

the younger one, studying in the 3rd semester of Athens
Medical School (E.K.P.A.), seeing the paintings he had made in
the past, they asked him and encouraged him to start painting

again. Now that he has a lot of free time, he started creating
art, always as an amateur self-taught artist. He has made

several projects that his friends consider important. It is up to
the public to see his works in the Culture 365 exhibition to

delve into their semiology and meaning, taking into account
that they were created before the fires in Greece and that

they are considered by many as prophetic. The truth is that as
he painted and worked the colors shapes formed on the

camvas that surprised him. It was as if a vision was being
revealed in front of him and, without consciously seeking it, all

his works were finally created. Not by planning, but from the
depths of his soul.

 

Destiny Understanded, 2021,
65x45 cm, oil on canvas

   MILTIADIS

 STAVROPOULOS



   MILTIADIS

 STAVROPOULOS

Aeolos, 2021, 65x45 cm, 
oil on canvas

Absinth, 2021, 35x45 cm, 
acrylics on paper



 ANA

 VIVODA

Ana Vivoda PhD is a visual artist and educator, born in 1979 in Rijeka,
Croatia. She graduated from the Department of Visual Arts of the

Faculty of Philosophy at the University of Rijeka, continued education
at the Royal University College of Fine Arts, Stockholm, Sweden and

attained PhD at Academy of Fine Arts, Zagreb, Croatia.  Her research
fields include print-based art practices dealing with questions of

identity, feminist or environmental issues, while her art educational
projects nourish collaborative and participatory aspects of art. She is

currently working as Associate Professor of art education at the
University of Zadar, Croatia. Through Erasmus+ programme she was
teaching at the University of the West of Scotland, UK, University of
Porto, Portugal and she was a guest lecturer at Academy of Applied

Arts, University in Rijeka, Croatia and The Faculty of Arts of the
University of Niš, Serbia.

Ana Vivoda is a member of the Croatian Association of Artists (HDLU)
in Zagreb, she had eleven solo exhibitions and she participated in over

one hundred fifty international exhibitions around the world.
She published one independent graphic edition - Traces, Argola edition,

Cabinet of Prints of Croatian Academy of Science & Arts in 2015 and
has participated in several group editions in Croatia and Sweden.

Folded Memories, 2021,
Installation



 ANA

 VIVODA

Folded Memories, 2021, Installation
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